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　　Abstract　　A dynamic fuzzy clustering method is presented based on the genetic algorithm.By calculat ing the fuzzy dissimilarity be-

tw een samples the essential associat ions among samples are modeled factually.The fuzzy dissimi larity betw een tw o samples is mapped into
thei r Euclidean distance , that is , the high dimensional samples are mapped into the tw o-dimensional plane.T he mapping is optimized glob-

ally by the genet ic algorithm , w hich adjusts the coordinates of each sample , and thus the Euclidean distance , to approximate to the fuzzy

dissimilarit y betw een sam ples gradually.A key advantage of the proposed method is that the clustering is independent of the space dist ribu-
t ion of inpu t samples , w hich improves the flexibility and visualization.This method possesses characterist ics of a faster convergence rate

and more exact clustering than some typical clustering algori thms.Simulated experiments show the feasibility and availabilit y of the pro-
posed method.
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　　“Birds of a feather f lock together” reveals the

meaning of clustering profoundly.Clustering analy sis
is to classify things in terms of some essential at-
tributes , such that similarity betw een samples f rom

the same class is significant while similarity betw een

samples from different classes is small.It is a non-su-
pervised pat tern recognit ion problem.The typical

clustering algori thms such as fuzzy c-means
(FCM)[ 1] , c-means clustering algorithm and so on

use samples directly w ith no preprocessing.Cluster-
ing validation depends on the space dist ribution of the

sample considerably[ 2] .For example , c-means clus-
tering algori thm is suitable only fo r a hyper-spherical
feature space of the sample[ 3] , but not fo r randomly
distributed ones.

We present here a dynamic fuzzy clustering

method based on the genetic algo rithm (GA), which
realizes the clustering for a random feature space of

samples.A key advantage of the proposed method is

that the clustering is independent of the space dist ri-
bution of input samples , which improves the flexibili-
ty and visualization.More specifically , by construct-
ing a fuzzy dissimilarity matrix , the essential associa-
tions among samples is modeled directly such that the

high-dimensional samples are mapped into the two-di-
mensional plane.Then the GA optimizes the coordi-
nates of the samples distributed random ly on a plane ,
and thus the Euclidean distance betw een samples ap-
proximates to their fuzzy dissimilarity gradually.The
GA is a global search algori thm[ 4] , while the FCM

and c-means clustering are local search algorithms

which tend to converge to a local opt imum and fall in-
to the local minimum[ 5] , especially in the case of nu-
merous samples.The proposed dynamic fuzzy cluster-
ing method based on GA overcomes the drawbacks

mentioned above , improves perfo rmance , and show s

a faster convergence rate and more exact clustering

compared w ith typical clustering algorithms.Simulat-
ed experiments illust rate and examine the feasibility

and availability of the proposed method.

1　A dynamic fuzzy clustering method based
on GA

1.1　Fuzzy dissimilarity matrix

The fuzzy dissimilarity matrix stores the dissimi-
larity measurement among the samples.There exist
many approaches to const ruct ing the fuzzy dissimilari-
ty matrix , including the quantity product method ,



the cosine method , the max-min method and the

arithmetic average method etc1).

　　1)Wu , B.Research on sw arm intelligence and it s application in know ledge discovery.Ph.D.Dissertat ion , Institute of Comput ing Technology ,
Chinese Academy of Sciences , 2002.

For the purpose of const ructing the fuzzy dissim-
ilarity matrix , the samples must be normalized in the
range of [ 0 ,1] in advance.Assume that sample space
is X ={x 1 , x 2 , …, x n}. xi ∈ X the feature vecto r

is x i=(x i1 , x i 2 , …, x ip)where xik deno tes the k-th
at t ribute of the i-th sample.

The average and the mean square deviation of

the k-th at tribute for n samples are , respectively

μk =
1
n ∑

n

i=1
xik , (1)

σk =
1
n ∑

n

i=1
(xik -μk)

2. (2)

The initial samples are normalized as follow s:

x′ik =(xik -μk)/σk . (3)

Performing the compression using the ext remum

normalization equation , we have

 x ik =
x′ik - x′mink

x′maxk -x′mink
, (4)

where x′max k and x′mink are the maximum and the mini-

mum of x′1 k , x′2 k , …, x′nk respectively.

The fuzzy dissimilarity matrix (r ij)nn is a n×n

symmetrical matrix w ith diag onal elements 1.
1

r21 1

r31 r32 1

… … … … …
rn1 rn2 … … 1

, (5)

where rij deno tes the dissimilarity measurement be-
tween the samples x i and xj , and normally a nonneg-
ative.The closer or more similar xi and xj are , the
g reater the value r ij is;otherw ise , the smaller it is.

Using the cosine method the r ij can be w rit ten as

r ij =
∑
p

k=1
x ikx jk

∑
p

k =1
x
2
ik ∑

p

k=1
x
2
jk

. (6)

1.2　Genetic alg orithm

After constructing the fuzzy dissimilari ty matrix

the high-dimensional samples are mapped into the

two-dimensional plane.The coordinates of the sam-
ples are optimized using the GA , such that the Eu-
clidean distance betw een samples approximates to

thei r fuzzy dissimilarity.So the erro r function is de-
fined as

E =
1
2 n ∑

n

i=1
∑
n

j =i
|r′ij -r ij|, (7)

where r′ij is the Euclidean distance between the sam-
ples x i and xj , whose coordinates are (a i , bi),
i=(1 ,2 , …, n) and (aj , bj), j=(1 , 2 , …, n) re-

spectively , and r′ij is defined as

r′ij =  a i-a j 
2+ b i-bj 

2 . (8)

The smaller the value of the error function is ,
the greater the fitness of the individual is , and thus

the fitness funct ion is defined as

f =
1

E +1
. (9)

1.3　Dynamic fuzzy clustering method based on GA

The dynamic fuzzy clustering method based on

GA is as follow s:

(i) Initialization.Dist ribute the samples in a

plane randomly , i.e.assign randomly coordinate

pairs (ai , b i) to each sample w here a i , bi ∈[ 0 ,1]
i=1 ,2 , …, n.

(ii)Const ruct the fuzzy dissimilarity matrix

(r ij)nn using Eqs.(1)～ (6).

(iii)Form the ini tial population.Each pair of

the coordinates(ai , b i)is viewed as a gene and coded
to an 8-bi t binary .The number of the genes is n.
Then the coo rdinates of all samples are linked into a

chromosome (also named as an individual).The
length L of a chromosome is 8 n bits.Acco rding to

the dif ferent order , N individuals are created to form

an ini tial population S .

(iv)Compute the f itness of each individual in S .
Calculate the error value of an individual by Eq.(7),
and obtain it s fi tness using Eq.(9).

(v)Select parental individuals.The roulet te

w heel selection and the elitist st rategy are adopted.
Firstly , the individual w ith the greatest fi tness is cho-
sen as a parental one.Calculate the selection probabil-
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ity of each residual individual pk = f k ∑
N

m=1
fm and the

accumulative probability qi =∑
i

j=1
p j.Generate a ran-

dom even number r in the interval of [ 0 , 1).If
r<q1 , then select the f irst individual.Otherwise , if

k satisfies the condition of qk-1≤r<qk , then select
the individual k .Whirl the roulet te w heel for M -1
times;thus M individuals might be chosen to form a

sub-population S′, S′ S .

(vi)Mate the individuals randomly in S′.

(vii) Crossover operation.Create a random

number r in the interval of [ 0 , 1] for each pair of in-
dividuals in S′.If r <pc , where pc is a given

crossover probabili ty , then carry out the crossover op-
erat ion.Nex t , generate a random number in the in-
terval of [ 1 ,8n] in order to determine the locat ion of
crossover , and thus form a sub-populat ion S″consist-
ing of new individuals.

(viii) Mutation operation.Create a random

number r in the interval of [ 0 ,1] for each posi tion of
each individual in S″.If r<pm , where pm is a given

mutation probability , then carry out mutation operation

in this position.

(ix)Calculate the fitness of all individuals in

S +S″, and eliminate M individuals wi th smaller fit-
ness to form a new population S .

(x)Termination.If the fitness of an individual
in S satisfies the termination condi tion , e.g .smaller
than ε, then terminate the iterations , decode and ob-
tain the opt imal solution;o therwise , return to step

(v).

The GA is a subsequent global optimization alg o-
rithm , in which genetic operators are used to realize

the information t ransfer , and converges to the global
optimal solution.The employment of the elit ist st rat-
egy and the preprocessing of decreasing the number of

the sample dimensions contribute to reduce the re-
quired iteration times greatly compared w ith the

FCM.

2　Numerical simulation

For the purpose of illustrating we simulate the

proposed algorithm w ith the test data set of wines

f rom the UCI M achine Learning Database
1)
show n in

Table 1.

　　1)ht tp:// www.ics.uci.edu/ ～ mlearn/MLRepository.html

Table 1.　The sample data of w ines

No.
Att ribute

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

　1 14.23 1.71 2.43 15.6 127 2.80 3.06 0.28 2.29 5.64 1.04 3.92 1065

2 13.20 1.78 2.14 11.2 100 2.65 2.76 0.26 1.28 4.38 1.05 3.40 1050

3 13.16 2.36 2.67 18.6 101 2.80 3.24 0.30 2.81 5.68 1.03 3.17 1185

4 14.37 1.95 2.50 16.8 113 3.85 3.49 0.24 2.18 7.80 0.86 3.45 1480

… … … … … … … … … … … … … …

177 13.17 2.59 2.37 20.0 120 1.65 0.68 0.53 1.46 9.30 0.60 1.62 840

178 14.13 4.10 2.74 24.5 96 2.05 0.76 0.56 1.35 9.20 0.61 1.60 560

　　The test data set consists of 178 instances , 13
at t ributes and 3 classes.Classes 1 , 2 and 3 include

59 , 71 and 48 instances respectively .The ini tialized
random dist ribution of the samples on a plane is

show n in Fig.1.

In the simulations the population size N , the
mutation probability p m and the crossover probability

pc are taken as 150 , 0.5 and 0.2 respectively .After

80 iterations the clustering results are obtained and

shown in Fig.2.

Compared with the FCM algorithm the present-
ed method is superio r in both recognition accuracy and

Fig.1.　The random distribution of samples.
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convergence rate.The comparison of the two meth-
ods is show n in Table 2.

Fig.2.　The clustering result s.

Table 2.　The com pari son of tw o methods

Algori thm
Iterative

t imes

Accuracy(%)

Class 1 Class 2 Class 3

FCM 150 90 92 100

The proposed method 80 93 98 100

3　Conclusions

The validation of ex isting clustering algo rithms

depends considerably on the space dist ribution of the

input samples.If the boundary of the sample distri-
bution is evident then the clustering result is satisfac-
to ry.However , in real applications the samples may

have any dist ribution forms , which w ould result in a
bad clustering by using the existing methods.In or-
der to solve this kind of problem w e present a dynam-
ic fuzzy clustering method based on the GA.With the

fuzzy dissimilarity matrix and the GA the high di-
mensional samples are mapped into the two-dimen-
sional plane , the coo rdinates of the samples are recur-
sively optimized , and thus the Euclidean distance be-
tw een the samples approximates to their fuzzy dissim-
ilari ty.Simulations show a faster convergence rate

and more exact clustering compared with the typical

clustering algorithms.
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